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Introduction

The FAME environment is a model-based toolset that implements an integrated
process for FDIR (Fault Detection, Isolation and Recovery) design, addressing
the shortcomings of existing practices for FDIR development in aerospace [2].
It is built on top of COMPASS [4], a framework for model-based design and
verification, that provides several verification capabilities, including simulation,
property verification, RAMS analysis (FTA, FMEA), diagnosability and FDIR
analysis. The FAME environment supports FDIR design by providing functionality to define mission and FDIR requirements, fault propagation modeling using
TFPGs (Timed Fault Propagation Graphs), and automated synthesis of FDIR
models from TFPGs and FDIR requirements. The FAME environment has been
developed within an ESA-funded study, and has been thoroughly evaluated by
the industrial partners on a case study derived from the ExoMars project.
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The FAME Environment

We summarize the functionalities offered by the FAME environment, in particular focusing on those that are specific of FAME. Modeling, fault injection, and
several formal analyses, including property verification, simulation, safety assessment (e.g., FTA, FMEA - both qualitative and quantitative), FDIR effectiveness
analysis and performability analysis, are inherited from COMPASS [4].
Mission Specification The FAME environment provides a dedicated activity to specify the Mission Phase/Spacecraft Operational Mode matrix. It consists
of the list of phases and operational modes, and S/C configurations. Phase/mode
pairs can be tracked by FDIR to contextualize its strategies.
FDIR Requirements Specification FDIR requirements can be specified
for the system level and the subsystem level, possibly linked to specific phase/mode combinations. The FAME environment enables the user to specify S/C
configurations as possible recovery targets, specify alarms that need to be fired
with certain error states, and integrate existing FDIR components (if available).

Fault Propagation Analysis FAME uses TFPGs to model temporal interactions of failures and their effects [1]. It supports loading, syntactic verification,
displaying, and editing of TFPGs. It furthermore supports checking whether the
system exhibits failure propagations not captured by the TFPG (behavioral validation). The tool allows to check the TFPG’s adequacy as a model for diagnosis,
using diagnosability analysis [5]. Finally, a function based on FTA is available
which allows to automatically synthesize a basic TFPG.
FDIR Synthesis The FAME environment supports fully automated synthesis of diagnosis (FD) and recovery (FR) components, starting from an extended
SLIM model, a TFPG, and an FDIR specification. FD synthesis [3] creates a
diagnoser that generates a set of alarms for each specified failure, by monitoring
the available sensors. An FR model can be derived using conformant planning
[6] - it provides for each specified alarm and phase/mode pair a recovery plan,
i.e., a sequence of actions that guarantee to achieve the target.
2.1

Implementation and Distribution

The FAME toolset is implemented on top of COMPASS [4]. The GUI and most
sub-components are implemented in Python, using the PyGTK library. Overall,
the core consists of more than 100,000 lines of Python. The analysis capabilities
of FAME are provided by the underlying model checking engines, in particular
the NuSMV and the MRMC model checkers [4], that are written in C. The
FAME toolset is distributed under the FAME Public License, a variant of GNU
GPL, whereas some backends are licensed under FBK’s Additional Components
License. The tool is available for download to anyone within the ESA member
states. Additional details may be found on the FAME Project web page [7].
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